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Biodata of Sayadaw U Ottamasara

(Chief of Thanlyin Natural Meditation Centre)

- Sayadaw U Ottamasara was born in Sagaing Division, Upper Myanmar

in Oct 26,1969. His parents are U Tin Maung and Daw Khin Khin Myint.

- He passed the Matriculation examination with flying colours in 1986.

After completing, his degree B.A (English, Honours) at Yangon University,

he started his business and he became succeeding greatly in his business

within a short period till 1999.

- After 1999, he became losing greatly in his business and he became

having the great sadness upon his business. Under the suggestion of

one of his friends in order to find out how to abandon his great sadness,

he started to learn the Vipassana Meditation under Mogok Vipassana

Teachers.
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- In his learning about it with his great persistent attempt practically &

theoretically, he began to know the real peace of mind deeper & deeper

and he could begin to abandon his great sadness more & more.

- And then, he took the intensive vipassana meditaion retreat at

International Meditation Centre of (Sayagyi U Ba Khin) and Dhamma Joti

Meditation centre of (SN Goenkaji) at Yangon.

- Again, after taking the intensive vipassana meditation retreat at Mogok

Vipassana Meditation main centre at Yangon, he could abandon all his

stress & sadness totally which will never appear.

- From that time, he abandoned his business and properties totally and

established the Wisdom Sharing Foundation with the name of “From Avijja

to Vijja” which has later become the only one best place for the collection

of the media (books, mp3CD, CD, VCD and tapes etc; ) of Vipassana

Meditation of Buddhism in wide range of traditions all over the world.

and he was so popular in the field of Buddhist religion and other religion

in Myanmar.
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It will be necessary to practice meditation through right practice till

you have nothing remaining: to say, to do, to worry, to practice.

If you are still in need , in want, it is still not right.

By Sayadaw U Ottamasara

- In 2002, he was ordained in Yangon by the Sayadaw U Nayyasagara and

started to teach the vipassana meditation to the meditators which has

difficulty in progress and has been giving the Dhamma talks of vipassana

meditation at school, various hospitals and dying suffering people, people

from other religion and patients given up by doctors & physicans.

- In 2007, he has established the downtown meditation centre (45th street

meditation centre) and Thanlyin Natural meditation centre (Tha Bar Wa

MEDITATION CENTER) at Yangon.
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Non-self   Motto   (or)  Anatta Teaching (1-2011)

Roof is the sky, floor is the earth, shelter is the atmosphere;

this is the Natural Meditation Centre engaged in —

harmonizing with nature’s law.

No.45, 4th Floor, 45th street, phone: +95.1.298 196

ThanLyin Pagoda Hill Natural Meditation Centre

(Between Kyite  Khauk Pagoda and TarWa University)

Office : +95.56.227 07,     mobile :  +95.973. 030 736

Sayadaw U Ottamasara  - mobile :  +95.95.085  212

                                                          +95.973.900 629

Sayama Chit Myat Noe -   mobile:   +95.95.194 986

vvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvv

Roof is the sky, floor is the earth, shelter is the atmosphere;

this is the Tha Bar Wa_Natural Meditation Centre engaged in —

harmonizing with nature’s law.
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1. Just emphasize the mind

- Mind is just for using, use-only  neither for rejecting nor attaching to.

- The desire of the thirsty mind to have everything is the acquired

imperfection of mind.

- The imperfection of mind is because of the thirst for perfection.

- Mind will not be free if one’s mind is full of expectations.

- Expectation makes mind unfree.

- Only when you can overcome the deceptive nature of mind, which

has the capability to illustrate the different creations of itself, you

will be able to use mind in the right way  using- only.

- There is nothing more useful or beneficial than mind when one can

truly make use of it.
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- It is really important to have the view of “not having property &

money” in the mind rather than “having property & money or not”

physically in the pocket.

- It is really important to have the idea of “not having disease” in the mind

      rather than “having disease or not” in the body (physically).

- What is really important is not to keep those Created Truths such as

“something,everything, someone, everyone, somewhere, everywhere,

sometime, every time  .. etc “ in the mind.

- It is not important “being youthful or not”, “being old or not “, “being

sick or not”, “being dead or not” since these are Created Truths,

physical phenomena. Nature of  phenomena or physical phenomena

is to be used and experienced only.

- What is really important is not to store those phenomena in the mind.

- “Having  disease or

not physically “is not

really important.

- “Having no disease”

in the mind is really

important.

- It is not important

“realizing something

or not” or” having

different feelings or

not” as these are

Created Truths.
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2. Courage

- Dare to be brave to do good deeds without being afraid.

- Ability of common mankind is fake/created, not the genuine one. If

only one can renounce that courage of ordinary mankind, one will

surely attain genuine courage.

- By doing constantly what one presently still cannot do, one enhances

one’s own capability and capacity.

- It is necessary to deliver proof not by words but by deeds.

- It is necessary to win victory being able to sacrifice.

- It is necessary to use-only by having strengthened the ability to

abandon.

- It is necessary to utilize anything, any life, any place and any time

      applying the ability to abandon.
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- It is necessary to do Created Truths; conducting something and

everything with the ability of abandoning the idea of central emphasis

to Created Truths or labels such as conducting something /everything.

- Priority shall not be placed on the created truths

      such as conducting something and everything.

 - Place priority on the ability of abandoning the central emphasis

      on Created Truths or labels.

- It will be necessary to renounce, forbear, sacrifice and practice

      limitlessly.

- It is necessary to act upon the instructions of the Buddha.

3. To forgive and endure

- You become skillful in handling difficulties by enduring them.

- The more you endure, the better the quality of endurance .
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4. Experiences

- One will become mature only when one encounters and solves the

experiences of struggles in life. If one is afraid to encounter, then

how shall one become mature?

- Pains of ups and downs are just to be experienced-only,

- Experiences are meant only for experiencing,

      they are neither for rejecting or attaching nor for taking as reality.
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5. Truth means Genuine - Original Dhamma

- Truth means Genuine Dhamma ,  practicing through right action.

- Viewing the original reality as true reality does not view its unreal

nature as reality.

- “Bound by desire” leads to  endless desire.

- “Freedom from desire” leads to total abundance.

- “Following our desire” does not bring abundance.

- “Following our desire “is not really important.

- “Freedom from desire” is really important.
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- Just emphasize what should be rather than what you want to be.

- Just emphasize what you should do rather than what you want to do.

- To become a nominal Buddhist,

    it is adequate to just believe in the Buddha, Dhamma

and Sangha.

- To become a genuine Buddhist,

      it is essential to abide by the right path that the Buddha

had actually practiced.
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- Practicing meditation is trying to inherit the Buddha’s Legacy of insight.

- Do not be satisfied with what everyone understands superficially

          about the Buddha, Dhamma and Sangha .

- But try to understand the true essence of the Buddha, Dhamma  and

Sangha, that the Buddha wanted us to understand.

- Try to understand the Original Truth by using the Created Truths only.

- Try to go beyond /step out of different worlds or realms (e.g.. literary

world, sports world) by just using those worlds only.

- Since traditions and
cultures are not
perfect,
complete and true,
try to go

beyond them.
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6. Do not compare

    those of same level

- Conquer darkness with light, heat

with coldness, wrong with right,

injustice with justice and Created

Truth with Original Truth.

7. Do not take problems as

reality & do not try to solve

them taking them as such

- Find the solutions to the puzzles. But do not accept and take them

as reality.

- Find the solutions to the problems. But do not accept them.

- Find the ways to cure diseases. But do not accept them.

- Do not practice meditation by “accepting and taking the Dhamma

the way you understand it” as reality.
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8. Dhamma Solution

- Anything that can be solved by dhamma will become clear indeed.

9. Cause and Effect

 - You have to correct the mistake as you have made it.

 - You have to solve the problems with many as complexities as you

caused.

 - You have to walk the path as

you paved it.

 - You have to suffer as you have

done.

- You want to be complete/natural,

because you are not so.

- You are not complete /natural,

because you want to be so.
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- When the nearness ends,

the distance starts.

- When the distance ends,

the nearness starts.

- The more darkness,

the more lightness.

10. Supreme Wisdom

- Being an elder having

great wisdom because

of insight knowledge

      is better than being an

elder because of old

age.

- Independent of age - it

is more important to

have supreme wisdom

      than being an elder.

- The more ambition,

the more difficulty.

- The more difficulty,

the more victory.

- “Difficulty” is

      the first step towards “easiness.”
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11. Having and Not-having

- A mirage (for example;

‘snow’) seems to be real seen

from a distance but

it will disappear when

coming near.

- Perceived problems exist

when you dare not face them;

      they will disappear certainly

when you confront them.

- The ocean seems to be endless

but there is an end to it when you travel.

- “Things seem to be impossible before doing them”

       but definitely can be done when you really do them.
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12. Clarity and Dimness

- Eye can see only the clear objects.

- Mind can understand only the clear phenomenon.

- Though you do good deeds, you will be misunderstood and

pessimistic unless your deed has been apparently done.

- Too much emphasis on Created Truth makes Original Truth

indistinguishable.

- Original Truth has become obscured entirely

      by emphasizing too much on Created Truth.

- Created Truth masks the Original Truth.
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13. Desire

- Do not want to be something and do not want to be anything.

- Just do-only the cause of becoming something and do not identify

with becoming something.

- It is vital to do-only good deeds, with the mind that can abandon any

desire.

- It is necessary to do good deeds with the utmost
capability that can renounce all desire.
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14.  Real Attitude of Abandonment

- It is necessary to have supreme right as the wrong is faking supremacy.

- It is necessary to have supreme abandonment

        as the attachment is claiming supremacy.

- The more attachment, the more inconveniences.

- “Grasping” makes one not free.

- “Non-grasping” makes one free.

- You have to abandon your self-centered- will and try to practice

meditation according to the true essence of the Buddha’s teaching.

- It is necessary to abandon the attitudes of “becoming something or

everything that you thirst for “& “anything happens let it happen.”

- Try  to be able to abandon

the idea of: grasping and

taking things as reality.
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- Abandon whatever you get and you will get whatever you abandon.

- It will be necessary to renounce all for the sake of genuine truth

(original truth) that is: Created Truths or labels such as: something,

someone, somewhere, sometime.

15.  Doing and Happening

- You feel discontented,

because you accept the discontentment as reality.

- It is better to be a teacher by being a teacher

      rather than being a teacher of being used to lecturing.

- It is necessary to become smart naturally without effort

      rather than intentionally struggling to become smart.

 - Do not carry out endeavours intentionally

but try to detach from them.
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16. Fundamental Requirement to do Real Meditation

- Try to understand the habitual-wrong which is difficult to be `

recognized as wrong.

- And the original truth which needs strong effort to be known as

truth.

- Whenever you see good, you have to see bad;

whenever you see bad, you have to see good, exchangeable to each

other.

- You need to be able to abandon whatever you pretended.

- You need to be able to decrease or lessen whatever you control.

- You need to be able to release as many  unnecessary  behaviours

as possible.

- You need to be able to discard whatever you grasp.

- As long as you are artificial and arrogant you will never have

enlightenment.

- You will be smart only when you can release your ego and pride.

- You will be enlightened

only when you will be free

from self-centredness,

vanity and arrogance.
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17. The Only Middle-Way

- The only middle-way is neither through accepting the idea of  what is

happening and taking it as reality - nor by  accepting the idea of

nothingness and taking it as reality.

- It is neither for grasping nor for releasing.

- It means you should not do it with your self-centred or limited

knowledge, and neither should you avoid doing it.

- It also means you should not pay attention to it, neither should you

neglect it.

- The Original Truth will be obstructed until one can use-freely the

Created Truths or labels which are neither for rejecting & attaching

nor taking them as reality.
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18. Doing Freely

- Do-freely without grasping, accepting

and confirming anything.

- Just-to-use-only; not to use, not to do

and not to practice anything

with grasping.

- Try to go beyond all limits.

- Try to do good deeds without limit.

- Do as much as you can, and you will be

able to do as much as you have been

able to do.

- Though it may not be important “planning in advance or not”, it will

be necessary to do some changes, even with planning, according to

the situation, time and place for the convenience of all.

- Though it is necessary to do but be careful not to do it within your

habitual-limits.
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- You must not do something intentionally ;  just like “ I will build a

hospital”. You must do it freely without any expectation of reward,

which would show your attachment.

- From doing things with attachment, restriction and limitation results

that you have to try to do things freely without any attachment,

restriction and limitation.

- If you can not abandon the habit of working with restriction, then you

will never learn working freely without restriction.

- Do freely without grasping anything.

- You must not grasp anything of what you do and what you do not do.

- Try to do freely without any attachment.

- You will never realize the Original Truth without being free from any

attachment.

- A variety of worlds (lokhas),

dualities,  pains of ups & downs ,

experiences, different causes that

you decided to do; good and bad

are just Created Truths.

- If you can learn to use those

Created Truths which are meant

for using-only, experiencing-only

and doing-only in the right way,

then you can go beyond the worlds

(lokhas).
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19. Vipassana Wisdom & Magga Wisdom

 - The Real Vippasana Wisdom is Original Wisdom & Understanding

which appears temporarily and naturally by trying to be mindful

purposely to the Original Truth .

- The Real Magga Wisdom & Phala Wisdom is Original Wisdom &

Understanding which appears permanently by being mindful

naturally towards the Original Truth.

- One will truly understand the Real

Vipassana Wisdom, Magga Wisdom

& Phala Wisdom, only when one

understands that there is no

satisfaction reachable in six sense-

pleasure, namely nose-tongue-

body-ear-eye-mind-consciousness.

- One must not end up, one must not be satisfied with

created understanding but try to understand the

Original Wisdom, that understands Original Truth

naturally without created understanding; Vipassana

Wisdom, Magga Wisdom & Phala Wisdom.
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20. Created Truth & Original Truth

- Different lives, experiences, times & places in samsara –

      results of good and bad consequences are Created Truths.

- All  actions ; good & bad, right & wrong  are also Created Truths.

- All factors; understanding, not-understanding, knowing, not-knowing

are also Created Truths.

- All Created Truths are for experience and non-experience,

for doing and non-doing, for utilization & non-utilization.

Original Truth about Created Truth is neither for

grasping& attaching nor for taking it as reality.

- By remembering constantly

the truth about Created Truth,

one can truly use the Created

Truths which are for

experiencing-only & non-

experiencing-only, for doing-

only & not-doing-only, for

utilization-only &

non-utilization-only.

Central emphasis

must be placed

only to the

Original Truth

about Created

Truth, it must not

be placed on the

Created Truth.
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- Only then one will come to realize the original understanding

(vipassana wisdom) Magga wisdom which will lead one to

realize the real enlightenment (original wisdom) namely:

citta, cetasika, rupa & nibbana.

    21. The Truth about Created Truth

- What is really not true is the nature of non-grasping and

non-confirmation__the nature which cannot be grasped and

confirmed as permanence or real existence.

- What is really true is that Created Truths are just for

using-only, doing-only and experiencing-only.

 - “The phenomenon of becoming something or not” is not

important. What is really important is to be free from attachment

and confirmation of that phenomenon.

- Try to be able to accept-only all  dualities ; right & wrong,

good & bad, heat & coldness without any attachment to them

and without taking them as reality.
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22. Fulfillment

- It will be necessary to practice meditation through right practice till

you have nothing remaining: to say, to do, to worry, to practice.

- If you are still in need , in want, it is still not right.

Only when you need nothing, you will gain

fulfillment.
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d The Original Truth has apparently enlightened.

d The Wheel of Dhamma (Dhammacakka) has been revolving.

d True essence of Original Truth; citta, cetasika, rupa and nibbana.

d The four Noble Original Truths;

Dukkha Sacca, Samudaya Sacca, Magga Sacca , Nirodha Sacca.

d The Original Right Effort or Practice; The Noble Eightfold Path;

Right understanding,

Right acceptance,

Right speech,

Right livelihood,

Right action,

Right mindfulness,

Right effort,

Right concentration.

d The equanimous judge of the Law of nature;

Vipassana Wisdom,

      Magga Wisdom, Phala Wisdom(Real Enlightenment).
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1. Tha Bar Wa_Natural meditation centre is a peaceful place with

beautiful nature, healthy food and peaceful dhamma.

2. This sasana place is located between Kyite Khauk Pagoda & Tar Wa

University on the high-way between ThanLyin and ToneGwa (1km outside

ThanLyin). Our compound has 40 acres.

3. The Tha Bar Wa meditation centre is a very peaceful place. We

may not compare it to the Lumbini Garden, where the Buddha was born,

but it is equally soothing and quiet.

Tha Bar Wa(Natural) Meditation Center,

Than-lyin, Yangon, Myanmar.

4. Tha Bar Wa

meditation cente in

ThanLyin is a place

where people can

practice meditation –

harmonizing with nature

without hurting the

beauty of nature.

This is a sasana

place where nature and

human life with

dhamma co-exist and benefit from each other.

5. Tha Bar Wa Sayadaw U Ottamasara made this meditation centre.

We admire his clear mind, skilful managing, sound experience and

true compassion put together all into a brilliant reality made possible

through his lively practicing.
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6. Sayadaw abandoned his worldly achievements to venture out to

this effort.

Through his right understanding and practice he was able to convert

“ignorance into knowledge”, ”greed into compassion” & ”hatred into

abandonment”. Through this unlimited wisdom and action he is

empowered to produce unlimited good.

7. More and more people, even youngsters, are getting intrigued by

this technique and its application.

Humans in his surrounding are motivated not only to pay homage

to him, but even want to join into his accumulation of positive karma and

parami.

8. By emphasizing on natural beauty and dhamma of direct knowledge

the Sayadaw achieves that the learners understand how to move away

from “Atta to Anatta”. Expressing his views in the following words and

citations: “------------------------------------------------------“.
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9. The power of abandonment can only be compared to the natural

force  of a Tsunami. We may learn to love the potential of the clearing

and teaching power of a Tsunami-wave. To be able to use the positive

energy inside a Tsunami wave requires great skills.

We can see no interest in him to becoming famous or a leading

figure.  In his practice we can not see different dealings towards Buddhists

or Non-buddhists, rich or poor, young or old, male or female but we see

great compassion applied.

10. As he teaches us, as soon as we abandon attachment, Original

Wisdom (paramatta) will appear.

May we progress in attaining this right understanding as the Tha

Bar Wa Sayadaw does and go beyond.

11. The shining light of this Tha Bar Wa meditation centre does his

utmost effort to propagate the Legacy of the Buddha by distributing audio

& video-multimedia and by supporting with educational material the living

beings on our compound with food, cloth and shelter.
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Too much emphasis on Created Truth makes

Original Truth indistinguishable.

Original Truth has become obscured entirely

      by emphasizing too much on Created Truth.

Created Truth masks the Original Truth.

By Sayadaw U Ottamasara

wwwwwA mirage (for example; ‘snow’) seems to be real seen from a

distance,   it will disappear when coming near.

wwwww Perceived problems exist when you dare not face them;

      they will disappear certainly when you confront them.

wwwww The ocean seems to be endless but there is an end

to it when you travel.

wwwww “Things seem to be impossible before doing them”

       but definitely can be done when you really do them.

By Sayadaw Ottamasara
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BY

Sayadaw

U Ottamasara

N o n - s e l f  M o t t o

        ( o r )

   A n a t t a  T e a c h i n g

       (1-2011)

Pains of ups and downs are

just to be experienced-only,

Experiences are meant

only for experiencing,

they are neither for rejecting

or attaching nor for taking as

reality.

By U Ottamasara


